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WelcomF
Welcome
Hello all and Happy Easter!

It’s been great to see you all getting stuck
in to your revision over the last few weeks
- even nicer that some of you have been
able to make full use of our wonderful
Lincoln facilities and work outside in the
sunshine!
Over Easter, please rest and recharge but
aim to spend 5 hours a day on revision
and exam practice. It’s your last big
school holiday before A levels or end of
year exams so every minute matters.
Good luck to you all!
Mrs Hockley
Assistant Headteacher – Sixth Form

mFutures
Futures
Sixth Form Careers

CAN YOU HELP WITH OUR NEXT If you would like to get involved with
either of the above events, please
CAREERS EVENTS?
contact Liz Edwards.
We are looking for individuals and
organisations to help with the following futures@wymondhamcollege.org
next term:
Year 10 Passport to Careers mentoring
programme.
Mentors meet one or two students once
a week on Wednesdays 8, 15 and 22 May
08:25 – 09:00 to help them with their
school progress, future opportunities
and career aspirations.

Mr Thresh
Assistant Head - Sixth
Form
Ms Edwards
Futures Leader

Year 12 Speed Networking event –
Tuesday 4 June, 09:00 – 11:00
We are repeating last year’s successful
event when around 50 organisations
had stands in our Sixth Form Atrium,
with students circulating in small groups
around them finding out about job roles,
opportunities and career pathways.
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National Citizen Service

Head of Admissions,
Bath University

National Citizen Service – students in
both Year 11 and Year 12 are invited to
Mike Nicholson brought a wealth of
register for the NCS summer programme
experience in admissions, including roles
which includes residential activities and
in Oxford, Essex and Sheffield Universities,
volunteering opportunities.
to his talk for Year 12 students. His no
holds barred advice encouraged students
https://www.ncsyes.co.uk/ for more
to focus on their end of year exams to
information
give them the best chance of securing
university offers, while taking the time
to research courses and universities
carefully, attending open days and taster
Year 12 Residential
events where possible.

Christ Church, Oxford

Eleven students in Year 12 travelled to
Oxford as part of a Norfolk Residential
organised by the county’s Higher Education
programme and Christ Church. It was an
inspirational and fascinating visit enabling
students to meet undergraduates, learn
more about the admissions process,
interviews and personal statements and
enjoy tours of several Oxford colleges,
museums and art galleries.
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Debating Society

The last two debates this term
were on whether the JCR should be
democratically elected. Chaired by Ed
Longmuir, the debate saw members
of the JCR defend themselves against
those in favour of democratising the JCR
selection process.
The penultimate debate of term saw
a discussion of whether the far right
presents a greater threat to the West than
radical Islamism. This was proposed by
Michael Tate, Matthew Collin and Mr ElBay and opposed by Fin Penrose, Jack
Gibson and Louis Albrow.
Particularly following the recent attack in
Christchurch, New Zealand, this was an
emotive debate that brought compelling
arguments from both sides but saw an
eventual victory for the proposition.
The final debate before the holidays will
be on whether social media is bad for
society.
In other debating news, June Turner and
Ed Longmuir have been appointed cochairs of debating and will be in charge
the society after Easter.
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Mr El-Bay
Lincoln Fellow

eSport

Lincoln Sports
Walking with the
Wounded

Athletics Success
Congratulations to Will Mahoney,
Year 12, who has received an
award for Boys Cross Country
for his year group at the Annual
Norfolk
Athletics
awards.
What a fantastic achievement!

Thank you to those who donated
to Walking with the Wounded and
to all of those students and staff
who took part. Just over £1200 has
been donated for the 8000 + miles
we achieved on the day. A special
congratulations to Freya Cannon,
Year 12, who was the 8000th mile!

Mair Cup
A huge well done to our Sixth Formers
who were involved in the Mair Cup.
It was a fantastic turn out and an
excellent celebration of the talent
here at the College. Thank you to all
who attended to show their support.
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JCR Paintballing

“The JCR 13 have worked very hard with
a final event of the year by organising
a paintball trip on Friday 22 March.
The trip was filled with tactics, skill and
excitement. The Year 13s faced off the
Year 12s along with Mr El-Bay however,
the Year 13s triumphed.
After losing their first game, the 13s came
back to win back-to-back games, before
a final free-for-all game, which rounded
off a very thrilling day. It is safe to say
that most students ended up with lots
of bruises and achy joints the following
day, but that these are all part and
parcel of the experience. Solider of the
day should go to Joe Stace for his heroic
efforts while defending the base.”
Oscar Houseago
Head of JCR 13
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Go Karting

JCR 13 celebrated all of their
hard work for the year by going
Go Karting Friday 29 March. A
huge thank you from the College
to JCR 13 for their continued
efforts this year and for setting
an excellent example for JCR 12.
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Warm Baby Project

Mrs Giddings’ Knitting Club has been a huge success
over the last few weeks, introducing students to
the art of knitting for a fantastic cause. The Royal
Berskire Hospital have thanked the Warm Baby
Project contributors for all of their hard work over
the last few weeks creating bonding squares and
blankets. Thank you to Mrs Giddings for all of her
hard work and to all students who are taking part. If
you’d like to become part of the Warm Baby Project,
see Mrs Giddings in the Lincoln Ralphs House Office..
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Revision Tips and Tricks

As exam time creeps closer and closer,
many students begin to worry about
managing their ongoing revision.
Here are a few pointers:

• Think about your surroundings.
Sometimes revising in the space
where we do most of our relaxing and
socialising can hinder our progress.
Your surroundings when working are
really important. Look for a space with
lots of natural light like the kitchen or
dining space.

• Time is precious. Plan your revision
time wisely. Study periods within
the school day are a fantastic time
to get on with some work and catch • Organisation. Using your school
planner or a planner of your choice
up on some reading. It’s important
effectively will help you keep on top
to prioritise your learning and find
of your daily scheduling, as well as
balance with your personal life. Take
your weekend and holiday revision.
regular breaks when revising (every
Stick to a system that works for you;
40 minutes for 15 minutes). Walk
colour coding school/study and life
away from the space you’re working
events is often a good start. Academic
in. Having discipline is important
wall planners are another excellent
here; put your mobile phone to one
way of planning your time as they are
side and avoid distractions!
very visual and adaptable.
• Let whoever is at home know when
you’re revising so they are aware that • Being able to prioritise your revision
is also very important. Looking at
you might need some quiet time.
things from the beginning of the year
that you may have forgotten versus
• Remember to make time to rest;
things from the end of the year will
getting a full night’s sleep is vital for
take longer to recap. A good way to
your brain to function at its best. Aim
tackle this is by using a traffic light
for between 7 and 9 hours a night.
system (red = priority etc.)
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• Attend sessions and all scheduled
lessons! – An obvious point, but your
timetabled lessons provide excellent
contact time with teaching staff and
peers to aid your learning and revision
of past topics and modules. If there
are extra sessions provided, be sure
to attend and make the most of your
contact time.
• Group revision VS personal revision
– Depending on the subject, group
revision can be an excellent way of
learning, especially when revising
topics from the beginning of the year.
It is important for you to know when a
group session of revision or personal
revision will aid you better.
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Lunch Cards

Easter Egg Hunt

Lunch Cards are available for
day pupils to purchase from
Mrs Booty at break times
only for £32.00 for ten cooked
lunches or a selection from
the salad bar. Prepaid ScoPay
payments are also accepted.
If you have paid online, please
pick up your Lunch Card from
the Lincoln reception.

On Sunday 31 March Miss
Stordy and Miss Moloney
headed out into the sun
and hid mini chocolate
eggs around the piazza for
students to hunt down! Year
13 students were very keen,
forming a queue to the main
exit quickly after brunch and
organising themselves into
teams, followed by Year 12
who followed suit. A fantastic
effort from all who took part.
Happy Easter!
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Offsite Permissions

Please could we remind all parents and carers that it is College policy to provide
permission for a student to leave the College premises within the school day. Day
Students can obtain a Leave of Absence Form from the Lincoln reception desk
for things like offsite medical appointments etc. For boarding students, parents
and carers can email lincoln@wymondhamcollege.org for offsite permissions.
Please note that authorisation for absence is granted with the proviso that
every effort is made to catch up on any work missed and no examinations will
be missed during this time. This is entirely the responsibility of the student.
When considering each request for absence the following guidelines will be used:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The student’s previous attendance record.
The age of the student.
The student’s stage of education.
The time of year (exams periods).
The nature of the absence (exceptional circumstances).

College Parking:
Please could we remind all students who have cars onsite to
obtain a parking permit from the Lincoln Reception.
Once filled in, this form can be returned to Lincoln Staff.
Cars found onsite without a permit or inappropriately parked
may be be clamped.
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Boarders Returning after
Exeat
It is the responsibility of parents and carers to
arrange the transport of students to and from
Wymondham College. Notwithstanding this, the
College does provide a coach/minibus service
when school ends on a Friday FOR BOARDERS
ONLY and does meet specified trains on the day
of return. The College cannot provide additional
transport to or from the Station. If the College
transport times are not convenient, it is the
responsibility of the student or parents/carers
to arrange taxis or make other appropriate
arrangements.

Thursday 4 April
The Coach/College minibus will take
pupils to Wymondham Train Station
leaving The Sports Hall promptly at 14:00
14:52 TRAIN – Wymondham to Kings
Cross (chg Ely)
15:15 TRAIN – Wymondham to Norwich
(connects to London Liverpool St
departing 18:00 from Norwich)

Tuesday 23 April
The Coach/College minibus will meet
these trains at the specified times from
Wymondham Station.
16:15 Arrival at Wymondham Station
from Kings Cross.
16:49 Arrival at Wymondham Station
from London
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